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By Jodi Horowitz

On January 1, 1982. Dr.
Samuel F. Thomas will leave his
position as Dean of Baruch's
School of Business and Public
Administration to assume the
office of Dean of the Hofstra
University School of Business.
One of the goals he hopes to
achieve in taking this new
assignment i s rto help Hofstra
maintain a professionalvsuccessful business school. He said that
., the new opportunity offers
many interesting features and
challenges." His goals are to
upgrade the standards of the
entire school (Hofstra), and to
achieve accreditation for the
Master's program; American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business (AXeS'B):· . __ . _.-_..

Dean Thomas at work In his of8ce.

CONTUffITNGEDUCATION
AT BARUCH
By Ingrid Fergusson

Continuing Ed. an Adult Education program. which has been
in existence for four years at
Baruch College, recently acquired first floor accommodations at 48 East 26 Street.
Funds for the procurement
were borrowed from the Baruch
College fund and the Alumni
Association by Campus Planning, "stated Bud Connelly Assistant Dean of Public Administration.
The enrollment - of 2.000
students for the fall semester
which began on October 1, has
. allowed us to repay those
loans," Connelly added.
"The non-degree program,

under the School of Education is
designed for the student seeking
Educational experiences in Business. Career Training. Recreation and Fitness. and Personal
Development, "
said Marci
Goldstein. Program Director.
"Continuing. Ed. enhances
Baruch's image as more people
will come to take non-credit
courses, " Goldstein said. ,. Most
. of our students have never been
to college before and ju~t wish
to take one or two courses at a
time, ,. she added.
,. Classes range anywhere from a
fee of $25 to $150 and usually
run from a one day workshop to
ten week sessions", said
Goldstein .
She further added, "teachers
for the courses include some of
Baruch's faculty and other out-

side professionals. Most of our
classes will be taught at Mabel
Dean Baker High School and
others here at 26 Street ... Dr.
Jean Buchin stated that there
would be a counselling division
for students.
Continuing Ed. advertises
over radio and in newspapers.
Money for these ads is paid for
by the School of Education
stated Goldstein.
Since the first floor location
provides easy access to students,
they will be asked to wear ID' s
for security measures, said
Goldstein.
Ms. Goldstein joined Baruch' s
faculty in 1979 after earning her
Doctrate at Temple University.
She was a former director of
Adult 6ducatio~ at Temple.

He lives in Garden City. L.I.
leaving him only ten minutes
away 'from -Hofstra: He has . also
been very· active in many of
Nassau Countys government.
business a nd academic organizations.
••Although most of the students
at Baruch are majoring in business fields and need a strong
business background, they
should also have a firm foundation of Liberal Arts," Dr.
Thomas opines. continuing, "it
is very important that the
student has good skill in communications. both written and
oral. They should also have a
strong background of history.
know the scientific method
approach, know the mathematic
principles, etc." Dean Thomas
feels that once the student gets
out into the business world, he
will need the se skills and the
understanding to deal with
change. stress, uncertainity and
problems rh at come up in hisjob. .. Also." he said, "the
student will need to think intuitively and use his best judgement in all types of situations."
Since Dean Thomas has been
with Baruch for several years,
he has witnessed changes in the
attitudes of the student body regarding career interests. He said
that ,. Baruch has' always been
identified as a School of Business
and 800/0 of the students are
interested in pursuing business
degrees. " He also said that
Baruch has always had fairly
strong Liberal Arts requirements and, surprisingly enough,
the Liberal Arts faculty is larger
''tniln the Business faculty.
"A larger percentage ofthe

students of fifteen to twenty
years ago were interested in becoming accountants. Today,
Accountancy is no longer the
predominant major; the other
business areas such as Computer. Finance, Marketing and
Management are rapidly expanding. ,. He has also noticed
that the students today are more
interested in getting a wellrounded education rather than
just "picking up the tools" for
their career. He said that the
students are also aware that the
job market will require knowledge in other fields as well.

Dean Thomas feels that
Baruch has a very strong. cooperative, and friendly faculty
and administration, noting that,
.. Lhave al\}L:lJlsh6UL,c.OJJl.P~===;
IJ
s u pport -an-dcoopera Hon ~
the former Deans, current
Deans, the Provost and the current and former President. n
When he informed Dean Bertha
Newhouse of the School of Business and Public Administration,
abou t his leaving Baruch, he
said that Dean Newhouse was
very sympathetic and understanding of his need for a higher
paying position. He added that
.. the accrcditation, in large
measure. was due to the extra- -,
ordinary support that the adminis tration gave him in providing the resources."
"I have mixed feelings about

leaving Baruch." said Dean
Thomas, "I have spent better
than half my life here at City
University and have had many
successes and failures." He will
miss seeing his colleagues
everyday. "But," he continued,
"I can always stop in and say
hello because I'm not so far
away"

He felt that Baruch was a
good experience for him and he
enjoyed the traveling he did for
the college. He feels very
strongly about Baruch and will
always have very fond memories of some excellent students.
He added that "although I will
miss Baruch. at the same time I
am looking forward to the challenges
and
opportunities
ahead.••
Dean Thomas graduated from
Columbia University in 1945. He
received his Masters and Doctorate degrees in Public Administration at Syracuse University. He joined the CUNY
system. in . 1949 and was ap. pointed Dean at Baruch in l~.
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ELVEVATOR S.N.A.F.U.
When one com~lains of hardships and fru~trati()n. the
import of the grouse IS usually lost somewhere In the maz.e
of bureaucraticaliv
. defined priorities. largely because It
seems so genera I and abstract.
But the oft-times highlighted problems created 'by the
elevators. or lack of them. is a real one which warrants
reiteration.
Long lines particularly in the Zoth Street and 3()O Park
Avenue South buildings are now a daily sight. Maybe the
fact that these lines tend to meet along the connecting
corridor is a boom for student interaction. However. the
wait by students {and some faculty members) for an
elevator is nothing to socialize about.
Waiting times have been clocked as high as 20 minutes.
and it is a tribute to the fortitude of the Baruch student
that after this ordeal he manages to retain some degree of
mental alertness for his class.
The persistence of this problem which has been by an
increased student body. points to a lack of foresight in
planning on the part of the Administration.
While we understand the limitations imposed by the size
of the buildings. there is apparently a breakdown in the
scheduling of classes. Just t00 many students are being
asked to stand on line for too long to get too many classes
scheduled around the same time.
It is the responsibility of the Administration to ensure
that students. and indeed Professors. arrive at their classes
on time and in at least state of readiness to learn. and
teach respectively. No one should be subjected to such
conditions in the name of Education.
~

Editorial
....

The situation rarely changes. Whenever there is a chorce to be made between
convenience for the students or for the administration, the former always loses. While
students are cramped into overcrowded classrooms and deprived of adequate lounge
space and recreational facilities. the administration has decided to convert the Courthouse Building on 22nd Street into its own personal palace,
Just why the administration feels that it needs this much office space is beyond
normal comprehension. Furthermore, it is insulting to establish administrative offices in
buildings where classes do not meet because it condones further separation between
administration and students. Maybe this supposedly upper branch of the College feels
that it 'is overcoming this alienation by trying to he closer' to the Student Center so it
can watch over the students just as Den mothers watch over cubscouts.
There is more at stake here than the use of a large amount of space. The economic
considerations can not be overlooked. Despite the fact that the building is not currently
in use. money is being squandered on an empty building while students suffer.
The administration would undoubtedly arrive at some senseless -explanation to justify
such a selfish manuever. But regardless of what it says. the bottom line is that the
students are getting shafted. and undeservedly so. Why must we, the students. walk to
18th and Park Avenue South. where classroom space has been rented to compensate for
space soon to be lost from 315 Park Avenue South and to alleviate the overcrowded
condition of the 26th Street building. when there is a building located right next door to .
the Student Center? The most likely answer is that our illustrious administrators wish to
be conveniently situated amongst themselves further splitting them from the students.
The most blatant insult is that the students were not given the opportunities to sit in
on the meetings at which this decision was reached. Moreover. they were originally
promised a voice on how the Courthouse space would be utilized. No student leader
would support such a move on the part of our inconsiderate rulers. The next time the
administration must reach such a significant decision. they should not only consider but·
encourage the input of student leaders.
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Maybe you have seen students
scurrying around the 24th Street
lobby during Registration acting
like so many lost ch il dr e n in a
Department store? Or perhaps
you have seen students groping
a1 anyone and everyone for some
tiny morsel of information"
A great majority of this mass
confusion would be diminished if
these same students would only
stop and take the time to read
the wealth of information all
around them. For example. the
first few pages in the Schedule
of Classes is devoted entirelv to
step by step registration procedures and instructions. If the
-student would only read this. I
am confident that the lines outside the Registrars office would
be cut in half.
There are two more equally
important books available to the
anxious student during registra"

.

ion. These are the Student
Handbook and the Course Description Catalogue. These three
books plus a helping of good 01
common sense should help even
the most puzzled students with
their individual registration problems.
The staff of the Registrars
office is comprised of some of
the most dedicated and hard
working people one is likely to
find in any office of the College.
However.
like
any
other
organization. we must also work
within our own capabilities. It is
for this reason that snrdents are
urged to submit all applications
before their respective deadlines. This simple yet often
overlooked fact is always a contrib-uting factor to the crush' of
paperwork at registration time.
U'n f o r t u n a t e l y , Baruch
students still feel the need' to be
treated as if this was High
School; it is not. and their
ch il dish behavior mut be
corrected accordingly.

,

,
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Sincerely yours.
Fred T.' Podolsky
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LONG ELEVATOR LINES
ANGER AND INCONVENIENCE STUDENTS
By Sharon Waters

not their fault, and they are only
doing their jobs.

Long elevator lines have always been a problem at Baruch
College. However, never before have lines in the 26th Street
building extended so far; moreover, more and more students
are beginning to complain about
these lines, which are very in-

What do they think can -be
done to improve the system?
•'There is no better way than the
way it is now," one replied,
·'but if someone comes up with
an idea, write it down and send
it in."

~onvenient.

·'1 don't like it!" This was the
response from Baruch student
Berkys Jiminez, when asked how
she felt about waiting on the
long line for the elevators in the
26th Street building.
The lines are terrible to an extent," said Thanayi Evans.
"Sometimes they go fast, but,
on the other hand if two express
elevators come at the same time
and are filled to capacity, you
will be at least five minutes late.
To make things better I feel that
there should be more elevators.' ,
"It's very frustrating," another student stated. "The only
time I don't mind waiting is
when I' m with a friend."
Although some students have
become frustrated over not getting to class on time, others
have found a way to beat 'the

'I1Ie 26th Lobby'••-maze-1Dg elevator 1IDe.

system. "Since I know it is
going to take me a while to get
to class," says Dietra Tupp, '·1
get on line twenty minutes before my classes begin."
"I make sure I give myself
eno ugh time to get to class because I know it may take at least

five to ten minutes for me to get
where I am going," another student complained.
The guards, whose job it is to
keep the lines in order and not
let the elevators get overloaded,
expressed their views: "The
lines are necessary. Without the

lines, people would overcrowd
the elevators and the lobby area
would be a disaster."
As guards, they sometimes
get aggravated because of the
students' bad attitudes. They
don't think students should be
angry with them because it" is

Marilyn Mikulsky, director of
Campus Planning, could not be
reached for comment; however.
Mr. Connelly, Vice President of
Admissions, stated that "we are
aware of the problem, and we
had realized there would be this
problem." Connelly said the
major cause of the problem is
that most of the math Classes on
the upper floors are poorly
scheduled. It is because of the
timing that the jam-ups occur.
He said that the problem in
planning the campus is that they
have to deal with a vertical flow
to traffic, unlike most campuses
which spread outward.
, •We will be renting space 225
Park Avenue South and shifting
some of the classes from the
26th Street building to this new
space. For the moment, the lines
will keep everything in order,"
Connelly said.

COLLEGE FUNDS
CAFETERIA IMPROVEMENTS
By Emesto Rivera

Stemming from recommendations made by the Auxiliary Services Board (ASB), the Bernard
M. Baruch College Association
allocated $10,000 for the renovation of the 10th floor cafeteria in
the 23rd street building. The
much needed improvements
were carried out during the summer recess.
According to the Director of
Campus Planning, Professor
Marilyn Mikulsky, the changes
consist of a new lighting system,
some hanging plants, and some
rock posters with frames, yet to
corne. In addition to this the entire floor was mopped clean.
Professor Mikulsky also stated
that the entire project was an
in-house process, "The maintenance staff and the Office of
Campus Planning worked together to implement things,"

Creative financing is the latest
catch phrase that's popping up
in the banking industry. The
need for creative financing has
been" caused by excessively high
interest rates, causing housing
starts in August to fall to under
one million, a 34' Vl' decline
from last year. Sales of existing
single-family homes are down
44 oro from their peak two years
ago.
In the first half of 1980, the
spread between the return on
mortgage loans and he cost
funds for Savings and Loans
S&Ls was down 78070 to a less

she said, adding that this was
done to get as low a price as
COll ld be got, "becallSe it would
be much cheaper in-house than
hiring an outside contractor."
Dean Henry Wilson. who is
the Chair of BMB Inc., accepted
the recommendations from the

new lighting system. This system was placed only in the eating area. To expand this new
lighting to the food service area
would. be much more involved.
Expansion to the food service
area is hoped to be accomplished over Christmas.

Professor Mikulsky also hopes
to be able to work on the 26th
St. cafeteria next summer. Of
such work she opined, "Since
students don't really have many
lounge spaces, it is time better
spent. "
Mr. Bernard Wolff is the
manager of Tastyvend, the company which has the contract to
work the cafeterias. Although he
is technically not responsible for
the student area, he must supply
the vending machines and kitchen equipment.
Mr. Wolff said that repairs
such as those made would have
been too big a job for the cafeteria to pay for. He did say,
however, that he originated the
idea of the renovations. Of that
he stated, "It's the first
time that when 1 complained the
college responded 100 0/0. "
While not responsible for the
student area he did say that he

painted the whole area in the
food service side, and that more
effort would be put into the
maintenance of kitchen equipment.
Mr. Wolff further stated he
voluntarily painted the cafeterias
once a year, and emphasized the
changes
he
made
when
Tastyvend came to Baruch five
years ago. Changes such as the

Spanish wall erected in the 23rd
and 24th St. cafeterias and the
sign put up on the 26th St.
cafeteria which at that time cost
him $4,000.

mortgage contract interest rates
for previously lived in homes.
An ARM has a one percent
limi t set on its increase or decrease for each six month period
rate adjustment.
The Graduated: Payment
Mortgage is the most popular of
tile plans. This conventional
m.o rtgage with its payments
starting at comparatively low·
levels and rising, sets payment
increases at 7.5% per annum for
tile first five years.
A SAM enables the purchaser
to obtain a mortgage at a rate
that's as much as 400/0 lower
. than average mortgage rates. In
return, you agree to give the
bank a share of tile profit when
you seel the house or refinance
tile mortgage.
The FLIP is a form of the
GPM. Part.of the down payment
becomes a savings account that

is pledged to the bank. During
the first five years of the mortgage, money is withdrawn to
supplement monthly payments.

than half percent differential.
Such drastic decreases in the
spread have sparked bankers to
develop intricate new programs
to help tum about .tlle financial
position of the S&Ls.
Banks
are
experiencing
trouble selling mortgages at the
prevailing all time high interest
rate levels to support their
liabilities (the issuing of bonds
to raise capital to finance these
mortgages), so they are offering
approximately 100 new creative
packages including the Adjustab Ie Rate Mortgage ARM,
Gr-aduated' Payment Mortgage

GPM, Share Appreciation Mortgage SAM, Flexible Loan Insurance Plan FLIP, amongs others.
Presently, 75 % of mortgage
financing is conducted under
these programs.
The basis of these plans is to
provide for initial financing costs
at lower than prevailing rates.
The banks' emphasis is on staying away from long-term fixedrate mortgages and thus providing for more liquidity to invest
in short term securities.
Taking a look at tile various
opportunities, the ARM is a
mortgage with monthly payments tied into an interest rate
index that is decided at the time
of the inception of the loan. An
ARM is tied into one of the
three following instruments; six
mo nth Treasury bills, three
year securities, or tble Federal
Home
"Bank" . Board's

ASB.

According to Mr. Aaron Sklar,
the treasurer of BMB Inc. and a
member of the ASB, "The money was a one time .only 'allocation
which was not to exceed
$l(),OOO."

Professor Mikulsky stated that
$6,000-$7,000 were spent on the

(oan'

StlIIIeata relax III the Improved cafeteria.

Mr. Wolff also voiced his feelings on how a cafeteria should
be an attractive place for students to meet, have lunch, and
relax. "
'4

Other measures to treat the
banking industry's plague of
problems include recent regulaion changes which provide
opportunities to increase the
interest spread. The spread may
be increased by enlarging tile
earning asset base, reducing the
liability base and changing the
asset-liability mix. Several ways
to do so are to offer NOW
accounts, invest in shorter term
commercial paper, by hedge
with interest rate futures (which
became legal for S&Ls this past
July), and invest more in higher
yielding corporate bonds, consumer loans and commercial real
easte, and invest less in risk free
government instruments.
~.
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Deceased LaW" Professor

Veteran Affairs Director-

Hemernber-ed

Honored By Students

By Michael Flanigan
The death of Herbert W.
Greenberg constitutes a low
point on the Baruch calendar.
The former Deputy Chairman of
the Law Departrnent vsuccumbed
to cancer in June.
Greenberg became seriously
ill in April and was unable to
attend classes during the last
.month of the Spring semester.Hospitalization was immediate.
He was in his ninth year at the
College, having practiced law for
several years before taking up a
teaching career.
The fifty-six year old Associate Professor was a member of
the City College graduating class
of 1947 and in 1950 he received
his law degree (JD) from
Harvard.
"Teaching was his first love,"
stated Professor Leonard Lakin,
Chairperson of the Law Department, "and he was by nature a
warm and sympathetic person
towards students." Lakin went
on to describe him as "a first
rate mind and an inspiration to
his colleagues."
.. He was the greatest! He
made the law come alive." declared Ernest Fagan, a senior
majoring
in
MarketingManagement.
But his credits extended beyond the confines of the classroom.
As a member of the Allied
Forces during World War II,
Greenburg saw action on many
fronts and even endu_red a stint

as a Prisoner of War. He earned
the rank of sargeant. as well as
several decorations. Included
among these are the European,
African, Mediterranean anti
Eastern Campaign Medal and
World War II Victory Medal.
He served on a number of
faculty committees in the Law
Department, the School of
Business and the College. His
knowledge and skill was also utilized by the New York State of
Law Examiner. This body which,
among other functions prepares
the New York State Bar examinations, enjoyed his services in
the capacity of Legal Assistant.
Greenberg was also a Trustee
of The Rodetch Sholom Congregation, as well as a member of
various organizations in his
community.
As a fitting tribute aimed at
honoring his memory, the Law
Department is now laying the
groundwork for the establishment of the Herbert W. Greenberg Law School Scholarship
Fund. This fund will provide the
source of an annual award to a
graduating senior who has been
admitted to Law School. The
Herbert W. Greenberg Law
School Scholarship, as it will be
known. will be awarded on the
basis on academic merit. The
first recipient will be drawn from
the graduating class of 1982.
, 'The department and College
has. suffered a grea,t loss,"
declared Lakin. "He was an intellectual aristocrat."

By Vel'C)mca Szanto
It was a bittersweet affair for
all those who attended Dr. Robert Georgia's farewell party.
Dr. Georgia. former director of
the veteran's affairs office, has
taken on the-position of director
of Evening Session Student Activities.
Everyone
in
attendance
echoed the same sentiment, Dr.
Georgia will be sorely missed by
those who have worked with
him.
Those in attendance at the
party included Dean Wilson, Mr.
Fine, head of corporate placement; Mr. Carl Kirschner, director of student placement; Mr.
Dennis White, the new director
of the veteran s affairs office;
and many work study veterans
all paying their respects to their
much loved fellow worker and
leader.
Speaking with Gil Alston. a
former veteran and currently a
Baruch student, it became clear
just how beloved Dr. Georgia is
by the students he works with.
Gil Alston. the organizer of the
farewell party. called Dr.
Georgia the "John Lennon of
Baruch College."
Gil Alston has known Dr.
Georgia since he entered Baruch. almost three years ag~ The
party was a dedication ceremony
because Dr. Georgia has been a
tremendous asset not onlv to the
veterans but to the school itself.
Dr. G e 0 r g ia. w how a s compl e t e ly surprised by the party
said that it felt wonderful to be
so honored by his co-workers
and students.
Mr. Alston spoke of the great
sense of loss that everyone at .
the party experienced to varying
degrees. However. the most
touching sentiments were expressed on the plaque presented

to Dr. Georgia by his students,
which read, , 'This plaque is dedicated to Robert T. Georgia. This
presentation is an a ttempt to
assunder as well as to bring together the many diverse feelings

of respect and devotion that we
as veterans unconditionally ernbodied into our minds, spirits.
and souls. Thank you Bob, you
will be deeply missed but always
felt in the heart."

AT&TLong Lines
recruiters will be
on campus
October 27
>

Learn how AT&T Long Lines' intensive training
for entry-level programmers will set the stage
for a stable career in the super-industry:
tel ecommunications.
Minimum requireme-nts include a Bachelor's
degree in Computer Science, or Mathernancs
with at least 6 credits in Computer Science,
You'll learn how to apply theory and systems
software support to help manage the Bell System Network. You'll also acquire the experience and training to helpyou develop
managerial skills.
Meet with the AT&T Long Lines Recruiter.. .Your
placement office has the schedule. Sign up.

AT&T Long Lines
An equal opportunity employer

ATTENTION DISABLED; STUDENTS
NEED HELP IN FINDING A FULL TIME JOB?
Maybe your're eligible for involvement in

THE JOB CLEARINGHOUSE
Placement for the Disabled
A program designed to as si st those with a physical or
emotional problem that limits their employability. For
further information contact: Ms. Rachel Grunbart
Room: 1735
360 Park Avenue South
Phone: 725-4458 or 777- 70 10

Anthony's
HAIRCUTTING &
STYLING
w~

offer the best In Styling, Cutting and
Beard Trimming•
We also specialize in Hair Replacement,
(Done In Strict Confidence)
LOCATED AT:
161 E. 23rd Street
Between Lexington & 3rd Avenue (Just off
Third Avenue)

. . .a timeless symbol of your achievements.

cr

Date:

_ _ _ _ Time:

Place:

_

See our complete selection of rings at your bookstore.
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CUNY BAlDS Provides Freedom
to Explore All Colleges
By Chris Gonnan and
Wendy Gertler
The CUNY BA/BS Program is
a remarkably designed undergraduate approach to education
that enables the student to plan
his own course of study within
the entire CUNY system, which
leads to a Bachelor of Science or
a Bachelor Arts degree.
The program is conducted by
the Graduate School and University Center at Forty-Second
Street, and is open to people of
all ages. Any student in any of
the CUNY colleges who has
completed IS credits, or who will
finish 15 credits by January,
may apply for the Spring '82
semester. This includes transfer
credits from any non-CUNY
college. Students applying
must be in good standing with a
minimum index of 2.5, which
must be main ta ine d once accepted into the program.
Dr. Jean Buchin, the campus
director of the CUNY BA/BS
Program at Baruch, highly r-ecommends it to students. Each
student works individually with
two members of the faculty who
agree to help guide and plan a
course of study for the student.
These faculty members are
people already involved in the
Program who are empathetic to
it and are helpful to the students. Dr. Buchin pointed out
that this is perhaps the most
personalized and significant
aspect of the program.
HIt is an exciting, exotic pro-gram that permits ,flexibility,"
said Dr. Buchin, adding, "Lots

of amazing things happen that
are non-traditional. "
The student is not bound by
any major or minor req uirements but must take at least 32
credits in one area. A student in
this program is able to take
courses at any branch of the
CUNY system, designing his
own curriculum. As such, "It is
for the student who doesn't want
to beat the credit system, but
• who wants to get started toward
graduate school, ' , according to
the coordinator.
The BA or BS, under this program, is offered by the City
University of New York rather
than by one of its colleges,
Therefore, students get the best
of all faculty that CUNY offers. Dr. Buchin, like all the coordinators in each of the CUNY
colleges, has complete course
ca talogs and faculty lists for
each' college. This is helpful for
students who want to research
and plan their schedules ahead
of time.
Only 120 credits are needed to
graduate. However, the last 30
credits must be completed under
the CUNY BA/BS Program. Students at the time of graduation
who have completed 90 or more
credits in Liberal Arts and
Sciences will receive a Bachelor
of Arts degree, while those who
have completed 60 and 89 in
Liberal Arts and Sciences will
receive a' Bachelor of Sciences
degree.
A student entering this program can earn, up to 30 credits
by independent study or field

work. Also, students may receive up to 15 credits for "Jife
experience" if it is related to
their area of concentration. For
example, one student got credits
in life experience for directing a
Broadway play, while another
received credit for music he bad
recorded professionally. Their
work experience was evaluated
by their own faculty committee
and they were given credit,
accordingly.
"The Program provides the
best equipment for getting out
into the job market. Students
receive the best of both worldsschool and work experience,"
Dr. Buchin explained enthusiastically.
The CUNY BA/BS Program
was estabtished in 1971 but
generally has not received the
recognition that the director
feels it deserves. She said that
the Program does not get a push
in the college catalogs or in
campus-wide publicity. As a
result, upper juniors or seniors
approach Dr. Buchin, upset that
they were not told about the
Program earlier.
Graduates of the Program
have been, accepted over 65% of
the time into advanced degree
programs, and a high percentage of students are accepted
into medical and law schools.
Applications for the CUNY
BA/BS Program need to be in
by November 1 in time for the
Spring 1982 semester. Any further information may, be obtained from Dr. Jean Buchin in
room 1012, 315 Park Avenue
South. Her number is 725-7641.

)

Dr. Jean Buchln, always wiIIIIIg to help a student mterested lD the BAIlIS
program.
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The Peace That Might Have Been
The day: November 22, 1963;
the place: Dallas, Texas; the
time; approximately 1 p.m ,
Eastern Standard Time: the victim: President John F. Kennedy
of the United States, 46 years
old.
"The day: October 6, 1981; the
place: Cairo, Egypt; the time:
approximately 1 p.m. Cairo
time; the victim: President
Anwar al Sa dat of Egypt, 62
years old.
There are strong similarities
in the above paragraphs. Each
man was president of his
country. Each was outside in
large crowd; one in a limousine
with top down, the other reviewing a military parade. It was
sunny in both cities and it was
Autumn in both incidents.
Both men were gunned down
violently.The events of October 6
probably brought to mind the
events of that November 22. We
were all younger then - 18 years
to be exact - but for those of us
who can remember November
22, 1963, yesterday certainly resembled it.
The reason for the senseless
killing of President Sadat may
never be clearly understood. As
long as one person can rule over
others, there will be someone
out there ready to mow him
down with bullets. Someone or
some people will always want

revenge on someone who has
po~er over them. In Dallas, it
was one person, a Lee Harvey
Oswald, who himself was later
gunned down. In Cairo, it was
six terrorists ali dressed in the
clothing of Egyptian soldiers.
Three of them were killed; the
other three, captured. Putting
them to death or issuing life
imprisonment will not bring back
the life of President Sadat.
There are people in Libya.
Iran and members of the' PLO
who are glad about this assassination. Finally, a burden has
been lifted from their shoulders.
Possibly, the full weight of the
burden has not yet been felt; the
'Mid- East may never be the
same again. Only time will tell.
The man who did the most to
try to get peace between Egypt
and Israel lives no more, but
hopefully his work will continue
to do good. A little over three
years ago, a framework for
peace was constructed by Presidents Carter and Sadat and
Prime Minister Begin of Israel.
That framework should not
crumble because of the untimely death of President Sadat,
The work should continue to
have a full and lasting piece in
the Mid-East.
There were two near-assassinations of some importance recently; one in this country, one
in the Vatican. Other killings,.

political and non-political, have
occurred recently, including
the deaths of some Iranian
government officials this past
summer.
We should all remember
December 25 this year, not because it is Christmas, but because it would have been the
the 63rd birthday of Anwar
Sadat. On that special day, we
should reflect on the peace that
might have been had sadat
lived.
The incident that occurred
October 6 in Egypt might, have
been avoided, had protection
been better. How much of a
chance did the men on the reviewing stand have when those
terrorists jumped down from
their truck and pointed their
weapons at them? How much of
a ,chance did Kennedy have that
day in Dallas when he didn't
even see Oswald look at the
Texas School Book Depository on
the sixth floor?
Violence such as this will continue unless everyone is made to
be happy, and that can never
occur. One group or Person will
always have a gripe, and violence will have reason to continue. Hopefully, we've- seen all
the violence we'll have to see
this year, or better yet, in this
century.

-By Gary Wexler

The rugby tour of the United
States by the South African
National Team is history. For a
few days during the month of
September, the Springboks
played peek-a-boo with representatives of the mass media
and anti-apartheid cru sad ers ,
staunch in their resolve to disrupt that country's itinerary of
scheduled events at every turn.
With a little help from local promotions, though, the tour went
through without any major incidents, 'leaving in its wake a
precipitate of fervent discussions
on the perennial issue of intermingling the realm of pol itics
with that of sports.
.. You don't mix the two," proclaims an advocate of the sportsonly contingent. "How could you
not!" counters his adversary,
and the argument goes on. \
I am confident in my belief
the the world of politics is inextricably intertwined with that of
sports. There is no separa ting
the two. Just as the personality
of an individual can be viewed
through his demeanor and his
physical and spiritual outpourings, so can the personality of a
nation be reflected by its political proclamations, its foreign
and domestic policies. and its
political order.
When Pravada issues on official pronouncement on behalf
of the Soviet government,. we
can be sure that that is the voice
of those respective
nations
......
speaking very much like an indi-

.

VES··

vidual speaking for himself.
When the devious Soviets perpetrate an act of intervention,
as they did in Afghanistan more
than a year ago, or in Czechoslovakia back in 1968, there is
no separating such an act from
the political maneuverings constituted thereby; ,. ghoulish"
personality of the Russian nation
glares through its politicing.
Surely, the analogy between an
individual and his personality,
and a nation and its personality,
couched in and revealed by its
polit~cal doctrines, is more than
appropriate.
If, during the course of some
sporting event, an individual be- c:?
comes dissatisfied with his opponent's tactics (or disagrees
vehemently with his enunciated
principles of life or any aspect of
human endeavor), then his personality diitates that he choose
one of t~ options: eitherperform more intensely than he had
been doing, or forego performance entirely, i.e., an outright
boycott.
Likewise a nation! The heavyweight boxing fight between Joe
Louis of the U.S. and Max
Scmelling of Germany back in
the 1930s shows the use of the
first alternative. Inspired by
patriotic vain boasts of Aryan
supremacy by Adolf Hitler and
his compatiots, the '6Brown
Bomber" demolished Schmelling
in round one of that memorable
fight, fury seeping from his very

.
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Hey, you found it!
Now come find vour own. It's all yours when you purchase
a pair bf athletic shoes at any of The Athlete's Foot stores
listed below.
Just tear out this ad, bring it in, and we'll give you the shirt
off our back. Plus the world's finest footwear forvour
athletic feet.
The AthIete's Foot.~ 34 EAST 8th ST· 225 BROADWAY • 151 EAST 86th ST· 820
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Ladders to Success:
Baruch's Honor Societies
By Angela BriggiDs

add to the members' academic
experiences. the advisor hopes
that in the future. the society
can bring In governmental
executives
to
share with
students what they learned.
"This is not a service society.
and not a fraternity group. We
want you to feel good. so this
society is- a good pay-off!" exclaimed Mr. Lane. He welcomes
students to come to his office on
the e leventh floor of 315 Park
Avenue South to fill out applications.

Extracurricular. yet academicully oriented-that's what honor societies are all about. Being
primarily' u business school. only
one out of seven honor societies
at Baruch is a non-specialized
society.
in this special, two-part s~- ,
ies, The Ticker is presenting an
i n-depth look at the history of
Baroch's honor societies. their
requirements, and what students
can expect from their involvement.

'BETA ALPHA PSI

ALPHA DELTA SIGMA

AIpha Delta Sigma is advised
by Associate Professor Morton ...r
:·"t·,-. •
Jaffe, the advertising area 1
su p e rv isor , and is specifically
designed for students interested
in Advertising. "It's the only
honorary society in Collegiate
Advertising .' , Mr. Jaffe stated
proudly. Students join this soGranted honor students aren).' alwaJs In. the ilbral')'~ but It's aII-toociety on the basis of their grades
familiar a sight.
in advertising courses, and overall academic performance.
- For transfer students who had
.a re schools which could have
·Alpha Delta Sigma began as
not done too well before coming
!.Alp-ha· ·D~l.ta Sigma. bu tido n"t
the Advertising Society, which
, want rt ... ,.
to Baruch. but did well afterexisted in the 1940s through the
wards. Mr. 'Jaffe is permitted te
mid-ous.: At that time, it had
count only their Baruch gr~des.,
PI AlPHA ALPHA
meetings .and speakers. In the
And although their overall
,.
.
50s. the Advertising Society was
might hold them 'Qack, he~added
Pi, Alpha .Atpha is 'the national
part of a national society called
that he does not have to give
honorary society for. public afthe American Advertising Fedweight to what they did earlier.
fairs and 'administration. and is
eration (AAF).•. a ' professional
In addition to the academic' readvised by Associate Professor
organization of advertising pracq u ire me nts of Alpha' Delta
Frederick Lane. chairperson of
titioners containing 30 to 40
Sigma. students must
be
the Department of Public Adthousand members. The same.
m ernb ers of the .lo c al student
ministration, ~r: Lime explained
federation sponsors the present
affil ia tio n , the Advertising'
that Pi·'.AllJha Alpha honors
Advertising Society at Baruch..
Society. Graduate students.
those students who achieve
'"
.
For four years. the AAF has
though, cannot join the Adver-,
- .academic exeellence
as under.
sponsored Alpha Delta Sigma as
tising Society beca use it is an
grad~ates or graduates. He said
an honorary society, hence. the
undergraduate club.
that the society' has a special
latter has connections with proMr. Jaffe said that the society - honor this year because Dean
fessionals in the AAF.
has not had ceremonies because
Samuel F. Thomas is the n a· 'We almost never have holdfew members join, and beca.use'
t io nal preside-nt of Pi Alpfia
over members," said Mr. Jaffe.
.rthe society does not have. the .. Alpha.. .
This is because members have
money. He explained that 'the
This society is five -years old.
to have taken nine cr e dits in
and its first Sear was 1976-1977;
·ten dollar tee for the Advertising
advertising courses, making
Mr. Lane .said that he is asking
Society
is sent to the AAF.
'" ..
them seniors. In an average year
recent alumni and students if
which provides these students
the society accepts five to eight
t hey would want to join the
with membership in the AAF.
undergraduates and two or three
··We have students who are
society. There are eight memgraduates. But Mr. Jaffe said
active in the Advertising Society.
bers presentlyv He stated that by
that the number of members has
but do not pay and- do not beOctober 29 he expects to have 20
remained about the same and is
long to the AAF," said Mr.
to 29 new members. On that
almost equal to the number of
Jaffe. But if students want to
day. there will be an induction
ad vertisingrnajors.
get into Alpha Delta Sigma, the.
of new members. The guest
Req uirements change from
AAF membership is necessary.
speaker at the ceremony will be
.year to year. Each year. Alpha
Concerning dyes for Alpha Delta
Dan Fenn, director of the John F
Delta Sigma accepts students in
Sigma. Mr. Jaffe said that it's
Kennedy Presidential Library in
the top ten percent of all advernot fair to require dues beBoston.
tising majors. But according to
Pi Alpha Alpha. which meets
cause the dues are paid once.
Mr. Jaffe. the society accepts
Membership in Alpha Delta
twice a year accepts both underEnglish and art majors. if they
Sigma is one way in which
graduate seniors and graduates.
take two advertising courses.
Undergraduate juniors are
students can get recognition. not
eligible if they have an average
only because they have good
In advertising courses. underof at least 3.5. including 15
grades. but also be caus e they
graduates must have a 3.0 grade
credits in their major. Underare indirectly a part of the AAF
point average. while graduates
graduate
seniors. including
which is known throughout the
must maintain 3.5. Besides their'
those who graduate this past
advertising industry. according
nine credits in advertising.
spring, are allowed to join with
to Mr. Jaffe.
Alpha Delta Sigma students take
a n ' overall
undergraduate
.. Someday. after we have
courses in advertising art.
a verage of 3.2. and a similar
enough members. we can get
journalistic writing, and .business
average in their public adthem back for an Alpha Delta
communication. According to
ministration major.
Sigma Alumni." Mr. Jaffe said.
Mr. Jaffe. these courses are, a
Mr. Lane said that an adcrossover with the School of' He said that advising the Advervantage for students graduating
tising Society and Alpha Delta
Liberal Arts and Sciences. which
with a' Pi Alpha Alpha backSigma is something he should do
likes to have connections with
g'round •.~~.to. m~~<.~pIQyers
. _the S-chool
of Business.
and .; ...·,'Q.e~~fl~se ,h~,._ ~~nts to ,'!l~!P"
.'
r
look at them twice. In trying to
students. He noted that there.
Public Administration.

-
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-Beta Alpha Psi is an accounting honorary' society that is advsied ,by, Dr. Charles S now .
Assistant Professor of accountancy. Its purpose is to instill a
desire for self-improvement and
to give recognition' to profes.sional excellence. according to
Dr. Snow.' Beta Alpha Psi is a
national organiza rion wh ich
strives to, cultivate a responsibility in students.)~e said that
each university h~~ a chapter
and that Baruch's --is the Alpha
Gama chapter.
The society presents speakers
from both private and public
accounting arenas,' and plans to
. have a field day in lhe first week.
in N ovem ber. On that day,'
Alpha Psi members will get a
chance to meet business executives in accounting firms. The
society is planning a' tutorial service for those
in the basic and
-r
intermediate 'courses, and wiJl
be coming .out·~ith a. few newshitters.
Beta Alp h a' Psi began in the
late 19405. The first mem b e r s
that were initiated in 1948 are
presently professors in the
accounting department. according to Dr. 'Snow. "One member
isi ou r former chairman. Professor Martin Mellman." he
noted. Another member, initiated in 1949. was the accounting department's former chairman. Abraham N. Tawil. now a
department lecturer.
Dr. Snow stated that there is

-,

no limit t c the number of
members in the society. but that
they must meet the standards of
the chapter. One requirement is
a 3.2 accounting index with a
minimum of twenty credits in
the accounting major. or a 3.5
accounting index with seventeen
credits in the same major. Furthermore. students must have a
3.0 college index and As in at
least one third of their accounting courses. with grades no less
than C.
Beta Alp ha Psi accepts both
undergraduates and graduates.
allowing the latter to join as
alumni members. It accepts day
and evening students. There are
two initiation pe r iods-e-o ne in
the fa ll and the other in the
spring.
Meeti ngs are held once a
week during club hours on
Thursdays. The meetings are
, business. organizational. and
professional gatherings with
speakers.
Dr. Snow, said that Beta Alpha
Psi does not get funding from
the Student Council and that the
society is still trying to get funding to expand its activities. For
example. last tax season. his
members aided people in com_ rnu nities in the preparation of
their taxes.
Commitment to Beta Alpha
Psi implies lifelong membership.
Its members. include a number
of prorn ine nt people who have
gone on in the profession. according tc!( Dr. Snow. He said
that he feels that students
mention their membership in the
society on their resumes because
-t hey want 'recognition of their
scholastic excellence.
.. With their superior scholastic achievement. students
should clearly be able to achieve
a high plateau." he said. He
expects nothing in return. from
his members, except that they
become successful within the
professional world.
There are applications in
Assistan t Professor Snow' s
office. room 707 in' the 26th
Street building

RESEARCH FOR YOUR FUTURE
A successful job search requires a great deal of research
and preparation, The Baruch Colleg~ Library will again
provide workshops in .. Using the Library Aftect.vely in
Your Job Search." In these workshops students will learn
how to research information about firms and industries.
Information of this kind is critical in preparing for successful interviews and cover letters that gain those interviews.
These sessions. which won student praise last year. have
been prepared by Professor Bliss Siman of the Baruch
Library in conjunction with Richard Fein. Director of Corporate Placement.
All students who expect to graduate by August 1982 are
invited to attend. Sessions will be held from 5:30-7:00
P.M. in Room 1710. 360 Park Avenue South according to
the following schedule:
Bachelor of Business
Adminis tration

.'

"

Tuesday, October 20. 19H1

M.B.A./M.P.A.

Wednesday, October 2), Jqg J
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STUDENT CENTER PROGRAM BOARD

BERNIE ._

October 19th* "TIlE STUNTMAN lJ
October 22nd*, 23rd**, 26tb...* "EVERY WHICH WAY BUT LOOSE"
October 29th*, 30th**, NOveJIlber 2nd* "SCANNERS"
November 5tb* , 6th*** , 9th* "ALL THAT JAZZ't
November 12th*, 13th****, 16th* "THE EXTERMINATOR"
November 19th*, 20th****, 23rd* "TIMES SQUARE"

\'

COMING SOON

ART" October 28 11: 30-1: 00
Marble Lounge

UspIN

"ARNIS MARTIAL ARTS WORKSHOP"
Every Tuesday at 5:30-7:30
Oak Lounge

YOGA & MEDITATION - in NOVEMBER

*
**
***

Monday's
Oak, Lounge Student Center
Friday's at 1:00 & 3:00 p~m. 4 North 23rd Street Building
Friday's at 12230
**** Frid

"GUITAR WORKSHOP" - Room 212
Look for Dates & Times in the
"This Week at Baruch"

We meet every Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rm.302 (Student Center)
•
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FEATURES
NewCluh:

Baruch's Urban Cowboy

AlIiallce,
For Social
Justice

By Michelle Williams
Have you met the newe st
faculty addition to the Accounting department? He is Dr. Rod
F. Monger. Dr. Monger is an
assistant professor of accountancy. and he is presently teaching Account Information Systems
and Advanced Auditing.
Dr. Monger is a native Texan.
He said that it can be difficult to
adjust to New York City, but he
also said, .. Most people who
move away from a small town 10
a big city say the people are cold
and unfriendly. I found that to
be untrue among the peop Ie
here in the Big Apple. I have
received a warm welcome fro m
all those that I have' come into
contact with so far and find the
most difficult thing to adjust to
is just city living in itself."
The Texan is accredited with a
B.A. in Economics, an ·.M.B.A.
in Accounting, and a PhD in
Business Administration. with a
concentration in Accounting and
Organizational Behavior. AII
degrees were received from the
University of Houston. He is a
former ern ployee of Exxon Corporation. where he worked for
five years as a systems analyst.

By Wendy Gertler

A new club up for charter this
semester is the Alliance For Social Justice Club. It will be ge.aring itself toward ., making students more aware politically,"
according to its president, Mike
Jones. He also said, "We want
to mobilize opposrtion to the
drastic things that are going on
around us."
Foreign policy, domestic, and
local issues will be focal points
of the Alliance, as well as education, Baruch College, and the
. 'pursuit of social justice:" Alliance officers are hopin g to
bring speakers from the political
arena to tile school, and to involve any interested faculty from
the Political Science department.
The club's first event will be
to . "pack as many people as
possible into the Student Center
to expose the inadequacies of
the facility," said Mike Jones.
continuing, "They can't do a.nything against us legally, except
in the case of a fire hazard-and
then it would prove our point."
This event is scheduled for
Thursday, October 22 du ring
Club Hours.

Dr. Rod Monger-: teaching Texas style.

Focus on Art:

Mobile Masterpieces
.

Some goals of the Alliance for
Social Justice Club are to publish a new s letter, to orga n ize
voter registration drives. to write
policy/position papers, to cosponsor events, and to conduct a
toy drive for Christmas-a pet
project of Mike Jones, who
works for the Children's Aid
Society. All events are geared to
spur student participation, according to tile president.
Other All iance officers are
vice-president Dennis Eddington, secretary Ron Simon, and
treasurer Jay Koment.
Concerning the tone of the
Alliance. treasurer Jay Koment
said. ··It's the whole liberal faction. and it's been lacking at
Baruch. ,.
,·It's pretty left wing compared to the rest of the school.
We want to emphasize other
things besides business interests, ., Mike J on e s said,
adding. "Not that we're a radical group, but we're definitely
an opposing party. ' ,
Minority issues will also be
addressed by the
Alliance.
whic~ is hoping to get m ore
students concerned with human
rights. In particular, the Alliance is looking to recru it
people interested in involvement
with the Women' s Center at
Baruch.
The Alliance of Social Justice
Club, while not an official club
until its charter gets confirmed
by the Chartering Committee of
the Student Government, meets
.
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··We're trying to improve the
quality of the work, though most
artists take their best works
h om e, " Professor Saule said,
The exhibit concentrates on
work which can be put on the
walls. Mr. Gillen pointed out
that three dimensional works are
not included as a matter of practicality; room for a sculpture
may not be available, whereas
wall space is the only requirement for a painting.

the gallery also. Claire Klarewicz-Okser, an art major who
just graduated, but still has her
~paintings in the exhibit. said
that she likes to have her work
around the school.

He spent his remaining two
years before leaving for the
teaching profession as a senior
accountant.
"There is more of a challenge
for me in teaching. Not only can
I teach the principles from the
book, but. hopefully, my goal is
to bring my industrial experience directly into the classroom." said Dr. Monger.
The differ-ence between the
students here and those in
Texas, according to Dr. Monger,
is relatively little except the
accents. He explained that both
sets of students are ambitious
and work their ways through college, and that .both have a
strong desire to achieve.
Dr. Monger feels that he
made the best choice by corning
to Baruch. He CRose this school
because of its well-kn~wn reputation, and for other positive aspects of the school which he had
heard about.
Baruch is turning out to be an
enjoyable experience for the
assistant professor. "Tts a
pleasure to teach students with
such positive attitudes." he
said. And to you. Dr. Monger.
we say "Howdy!"

Fashion:
Fighting.
'Winter's'---

Chill

Each year art students are
afforded the opportunity to ha.ve
By Marurlce VDIoriatheir talents exposed throughout
the Barach community, courtesy
Winter is almost here. and
of the Circulating Gallery. The
there is no better time to start
The idea of the Circulatiung
exhibit is open from October 22
preparing t.or those not so cQOI
Gallery was conceived by Proto November 5 in the Baruch
but, rather, freezing days. It
fessor Richard Wengenrotlt.
College Gallery on the rna in
shouldn't take a hard slap of a
chairperson of the Art depart~
floor of the 24th Street building.
strong winter chill .b ef'ore you
ment. The exhibit couldn't be
Photographs, prints, paintstart to work on a list of winter
realized at first because there
ings, watercolors, and designs
'\
essentials.
was no money for frames for the
are some of the art works which
Some might suggest starting
can be borrowed by students
Donald Miller, teacher of
art works.
with a goose down 'coatand
and faculty during an academic
basic photography, said, . 'Quite
Professor Saule said that he
finishing off with heavy-duty, iny.ear for display on the school
often for my students, this is -the
would like to see improvement
dustrial type boots. Forget it!!
premises, The Art department is
first time they have a signed
in the way of more and possibly
This might be fine for a pipeline
aiming 10 improve the quality of
work hanging up in publiuc.
better quality frames, someinspector, but it won't score
life at Baruch, explained ProThere is a good reaction and
thing which he is working on for
points on anyone's best dressed
fessor Vigeo Saule, art teacher
feeling to it; a pride aspect is
this year. The basic drawing s .... list.
in charge of the exhibit.
involved."
and water color teacher also
Imagination and creativity are
"The Circulating Gallery
Artists who have had previous
hopes to increase the number of
required to select cushionable
makes art more accessible."
exposure enjoy participating in
works being presented.
winter clothes, and still keep
said John Gillen, Assistant Prowarm. There is one item that
fessor who aids Professor Saule
might add some excitement
with the project. A teacher of
along with overall protection
sculpture and visual art courses,
from the elements. The main
Mr. Gillen said of the business
idea is to build a strong shield of
students in his art classes, that
outer protection. An excellent
"they seem to bring the dissolution is the sheepskin coat
cipline of business to my
(you know, the kind the
classes. They display high
Marlboro Man wears).
quality combined with enthusiAlthough sheepskin is quite a
asm."
bit heavier than the more "innoSelection of the works to be
vative" fiber - down it feels
borrowed takes place during the
the way a fine, strong coat ought
opening reception on October
to, and it's very durable. Sheep22, from 12 noon to 3 p.rn, The
skin puts a warm layer of cozy,
art works can be picked up when
soft "fur" between you and the
the exhibit concludes on Novemsuede skin outer shelL This is
ber 5. from noon to 3 p.m.
better than the insulation most
Students taking art courses
winter coats can offer.
are the sole contributors to the
For those terribly cold days, a
gallery. Most instructors will
wool sweater and scarf are
encourage their students to
wise complements to a sheepparticipate. Then the works go
skin. On days when it is just
to Professor Saule for final
chilly, an open front will pro~ .
.
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Third World Music
Rises to-the Surface·•..••
By Paul Golden
Third world music-reggae.
ca lipso, african. oriental. etc.has until recently been a rather
unpopular medium of expression
in Western popular circles. In
the last couple of years. however. a number of white (westernjpop artists have been distilling, and diluting various Third
W orld elements in oder to make
a palatable fascimile of the
REAL thing for western audiences. David Bowie, The Talking
- Heads, and Kid Creple and the
Coconuts are the most prominent examples espousing the
"glohal village" concept. a l-.
though the Bearles , with their
Indian-sitar influences, can be
sited as the progenitors of this
movement fifteen years aao.
Two recent releases w h rcn
should have some importance in
the coming year fall under the
pseudo Third W orId banner.
The Police, that every popular
group that brought us " Roxanne' '. ., Message In A Bottle".
and lately "DeDoDoDo, DeDaDaDa", have a new album out
this week on A&M called
Ghost In The' Works. The Tom
Tom Club, whose .single "Wordy
Rappinghood" was the rage this
summer at clubs around town.
have their debut album The Tom
Tom Club. out on Sire.
The new Police record comes
as somewhat of a change in the

groups familiar sound. Previous. ly, they relied on a sparse. reggae infl uenced backdrop for lead
singer Sting's piercingly austere
vocals. The jagged sound this
time around has been replaced
with overdubbed harmonies.
and thick. multi-layered instrumentals complimented with
multi-tracked saxophones. The
(U.S.) single "Every Little Thing
She Does Is Magic" still resembles the band's old sound.
but cuts like "One World". with
its Desmond Dekke~ish fundamentalist skat or .. Two Much
Information". a Stax-Morown
bump pushed along by it's horn
section. clearly indicate The
Police have taken a different
tack. It remains to be seen
whether their sound has altered
in live performance when the
Police corne to town in January.
The Tum Tom CI ub take a
different approach to the Third
World thang by giving off an
African oriental sound. That' s
not surprising when one knows
that the Torn Toms are comprised from the latter half of the
Talking Heads, bassist Tina
Weymouth and her drummer
husband Cris Franz. Complemented by a host of others, ineluding guitarist Adrian Belew.
and keyboard player Tyrone
Downie. the Tom Toms sound
could be described as "AfroDisco ". The literate "Wordy
Rappinghood" opens the album

f

{J

"Pollee" members (L to R) sting, Summers, aDd CopelaDd.

in fine fashion. "Tom Tom
Theme". the short roots drim
jam leads into the crazy. Dury
like "L'Elephant" in which
Belew turns his guitar into a
wailing pachyderm. None of the
words are of any "heavy" significance giving Tom Tom Club

By Paul Golden

-~.

Frank Zappa. that mad genius
from way out west. makes his
return to New York soon. reminding everyone what time of
year it is. That' s right. folks Halloween is nigh. Get our
your goody bags and head down
to the Palladium October 29th
through November 1 st for
Zappa's annual Halloween extravaganza. To herald his return
to our area. Barking Pumpkin/
CBS records have released his
latest effort You Are What You
Is. available at discriminating record outlets everywhere,
Y.A. W. Y.I. comes as somewhat of a departure and return
for Zappa and his crew. Happy
readditions to the line up are
two of the original Mothers of
Invention: Jimmy Carl Black. the
sassy. redneck " indian of the
group." and Motorhead Sherwood. stately saxophonist extrodinaire. Gone. however. are the
inanifestly obscene lyrics (e.g.
Dynamo Hum'on Overnite Senation), or sugestive graphics that
once adorned Zappa' s album
covers. In fact. the cover shot
pictures Frank as a lovable guy
in the (Heavens!) Jim Croce
mold.
Although the words have been
sanitized a bit on the surface.
there lurks beneath the wicked

double entendre. perhaps most
explicitly displayed on the cut
"Charlie's Enormous Mouth. ,.
Zappa seems to have made an
attempt to get his music airplay.
no doubt in vain. Radio station
program directors are often
heard to mutter upon reciept of
a new Zappa release "Gee Fred.
I'd really love to p~y it. but the
general manager would probably
object, 'Sides. it's real filthy, I
bet."
Despite

apparent

Q: Who knows what evil lurks in

the hea-rts of those who walk
through 42nd Street and Eighth
Avenue and survive?
Q: Whose new album sounds
like it was recorded going crosstown with a subway master as
accompaniment?
Q: Who starts each track of their
first side with a car horn signaling the listener to move or get
run over by cliche street typing.
megafunk (don't ask me).
A. The Shadow
Even though this is probably
the worst piece of garbage ever
to run on a turntable there are

many people out there who
would probably enjoy to dance to
this at their favorite disco palace. If you don't really listen to
it too carefu lly you might be
able to dance to it-then there
are these who will listen to it in
private (poor taste in music. but
harmless). Still a third group,
the smallest. will play shadows
in the street on the downtonw #6
with a tape deck the size of Oklahoma. volume on ten. so as to
drown out the uptown #4-to
these people I must say either
lower the damn thing or carry
enough excedrin to pass around
to all of us ,. no n-Sh a dow
lovers ...
One song on here doesn't in

cleansing.

Y.A, W. Y.I. captures Zappa's
ever- relentless attack on modern

mores and foibles scathingly.
No subject is safe when it falls
into Zappa's lap whether its the
Jerry Falwell T. V. minister in
"Heavenly Bank Account."
suburban
neo hippies
in
"Teenage Wind," or prep
School types in "I Am A Beautiful G lIY. .• The music ranges
from heavymental jamming on
the title track. to overblown
orchestrals. to gospel. to jazz ala
Johnny Carson. and back again.
Jimmy Carl Black gets to do his
redneck thing on the honkv-tonk
·'Harder Than Your Husband"
and homage is made to Saturday
Night Live in the zany ,•Conehead...
Zappa fans will probably buy
You Are What You Is regardless, but the Album is appealing
on a more general level- as well.

these white bands stealing from
the Third World or are they
making it universally acceptable'? Only time will weather the
neglected artists from" under
developed" countries will get
their time in the sun.

IN THE DARK!
By Jay Schwartz

..•And So does Zappa

a light. airy feel, over a rock
steady bass from Miss Tina.
Perfect for dancing.
Of course if you want the
REAL stuff you should check out
the new album by Fela An ik ulapo Kuti, Black President. The
question here seems to be: are

Shadow: they lea'Ve the... UsteDen In the dark.

fact fit into this "streetwise"
stereotype; that song is clouds
and is desiring of better surrounds than this mess.
F of tho se of us that like to
listen to the music we dance to.
we can come out of the streets
and listen to Stanley Turrentine.
Turrentine plays his tenor sax
with the same fer~or as jazz
greats Charlie Parker and Stan
Getz. The sax solos on here are
just plain orchestrated genius.
Other highlights include Eddie
Del Barrie's keyboards and Leon
Ndugu ChancIer on percussion.
Chancleralso plays with guitar
great Carlos Santini.
Tender Togetherness'
main
focus is in jazz and mellowing
outland making out for that matter. The slow numbers are your
best bet. but the sax solo on
.. Herrnanos shows how the instrument should be played the
right way .. with swift yet tender
precision.
The vocals here are unintrusive to the music and are only
there for some effect-" only you
and me" is one exception where
the vocals add to the mood Turrentine creates. This particular
song is destined to be in the
.. makeout music hall of fame ...
The only real criticism is for
the song •'Havin Fun with Mr.
T .' , This song is blatantly commercial and ruins the pace set
by the rest of the album with
stupid lyrics and awful vocals.
Turrentine would be best off
leaving that nonsense to mediocrities such as Shadow.
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Joy to The World, Nicholas Nickleby is Here!
peared on the stage, and part I
ends on this mountainously high
note with Nicholas and Smike
feeling that. at last, they've
been accepted somewhere.

B)' BiD Dudley
It's done! It's finally here! A
piece of total perfection. A show
of such brilliance and intelligence and absolute beauty-it's
mystifying. But the Royal
Shakespeare Company seems to
do it with ease. Nicholas Nickleby-t!te dramatic adaptation of
Charles Dickens" third novelgoes beyond any trip to the
theatre; it's an experience, an
experience so totally unlike anything we have in the American
the atre. Never have I seen an
acting troupe so immense in proportion-where every single
member holds more talent than
ever thought i maginable , AIthough the show is eight and
one half hours long, it hardly
seems so-every movement and
feeling has been captured. Take
away one scene, take away one
line, and you would have diminishment.
One step inside the Plymouth
theatre and I was whisked back
150 years to early 19th century
England. It is a set-designed
by Napier and Hayes that would
absolutely tale your breath
away.
Systems of scaffolds, balconies,
gates and bridges, sheeting out
in every direction reaching out
to the audience, around the
boxes and up to the mezzanine,
As if we didn't already feel as
though we were part of this paradiseal drama, every actor from
the RSC come s out and greets
the
audience-literally-they
walk off stage and shake hands
and converse with the members
of the a udien ce. Even Roger
Rees who plays the title role
walkes around the theatre and
converses at ea se, as if he were
there to watch this monumental
achievement of the English theatre. rather than being its central performer, In the meantime,
actors dressed as bakers come
out and give patrons free
muffins.
The whole company assembles
on stage and starts to give plot,
outlining the Dickens' classic.
Throughout the whole show,
each member of the cast gives a
detail of plot to help theatregoers follow the story. With the
canvas of 1830 London having
been painted, the story begins...
With the death of Nicholas'
father. who had been kind but
an extravagan t man. His brother, Nicholas,' uncle played
menacingly by John Woodvine,
arrives and tell s the family that
he will help support them only if
Nicholas shows some responsibility. Nicholas takes a job at his
uncle's reference, at the Dotheboys. Academy for boys in Yorkshire. When he arrives there, he
finds the conditions deplorablethe boys sleep on the floor of an
unheated attic. they are fed
molasses daily to stifle their ap.petites, and they must endure
the beatings and ill-treatments
of Mr. Sq ueers-the proprietor,
a villain in the true sense of the
word as only Dickens could have
invented'.

' ,.

.' ,

"Take away ODe scene, take away one line, aad yo. would have dlmln....ment."
Above: Roger Rees, as Nicholas, beading for 1.GDdoa. BelOw: NIcboIu eonfronts his 8Dde, played by R1c1aanl WoodvlDe.

At first. Nicholas is appalled
at what he sees but remembering that his uncle will not support his mother and sister, Kate,
he tries to remain silent. While
there, he befriends Smike-a
crippled teenager who is taken
for slightly demented and who
works as a servant for the malevolent Sq ueers. Nicholas discovers that the boy is far more
intelligent than he receives
credit for. In a touching scene
he informs the boy that he does
not have to accept this life of
misery. that there is some place
better to go. When Smike gets
caught attempting to run away,
Squeers starts horse-whipping:
him. Nicholas pleads, w.i.th·

Squeers not to hurt the boy but
instead gets whipped once himself. Having been hit, Nicholas
attacks and the revolt that ensues is but one of the many high
points featured in this extravaganza.
Having
assaulted
Squeers, he grabs Smike and
Turns back toward London-a
fugitive on the run.
Taking the alias of the name
Johnson, the two of them join an
acting troupe-the Crum m le s
Acting Compo The Crumrnles are
colorful as any character ever to
appear on the 'stage and they
take in Nicholas and Smike
warmly. Mrs. Crummles is espe.eially enjoyable; Played by Lila
Kaye, -the heavy-set actress also

plays Mrs. Squeers of the Boys
school. Both with style-she is
truly one of the gems in this royal company.
The acting troupe decides to
do a production of Romeo and
Juliet, with Nicholas as Romeo.
He manages to ta~k the
Crummles into letting Smike
play the apothecary. The play is
performed, but with one notable
exception: the Crummles only
like to perform plays that have
happy endings, so in the Capulet
Tombs. in the final scene every
character rises from the dead
and the whole cast breaks into
song. It is one of the most .hilariOIlS .scenes .th,at, has e ver ~p._

...:,

, i

~
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Before part II begins. the
whole cast assembles on stage
and summarizes all four hours of
part I in five minutes. The whole
cast is just so unbelievable, It
doesn't take these Britons long
before they've gotten us eating
out of the palms of their hands.
The happiness that the
two
are
feeling
does
not last long. Kate. Nick's
sister has been having trouble at
home. It seernsthat Uncle Ralph
Nickleby introduced Kate to
some •.gentlemen "-who, not
having much respect for Ralph,
assumed that she wasn't a lady.
When Kate gets hired as a matron's companion, she is forced
to humiliation when the gentlemen pay a visit. The matron
thinks that it is Kate's fault' and
had her fired. The part of Kate
is played realistically by Emily
Richard, who receives our sympathy. Just like Nicholas, she is
good-hearted and feels that she
should stand up for what she believes in.
Part II delves more into plot
as Nick seeks revenge on these
.. gentlemen" and Smike is captured by Mr. Squeers. In the final confrontation it is uncle
Ralph who has not only been
selfish but who. it is discovered,
is Smike's real father. Smike, by
the way is played brilljantly by
David Threfall whose weird contortions and painful expressions
bring one to the point of tears,
In the end, all winds up for
the better.-The villains are
gone, Nicholas is in love. and so
is Kate. However, through all
the happiness now surround ing
them. Nicholas notices a starving child lying in the street on
Christmas morning. While the
rest of the cast sings "God Rest
ye Merry Gentlemen," Nicholas
picks up the child and cradles it
in his arms and looks out to the
audience-symbolizing that the
pain and poverty and hunger
will always be there.
At the end of 81,12 hours, we
are totally exhausted. We have
laughed or 'cried so many times,
applauded heroes and lauded
villains and clapped hands to the
point of oners arms going lirnp.
Even at the price of $100 per
ticket, this show is more than
worth the price. I have often believed that the British are superior actors over Americans-this
proves it. If only we could have
acting troupes such as these. If
only we could have an acting
troupe, period.
The posters outside the Plymouth read; "You are about to
pay more for a ticket than you
ever thought possible; you are
about to experience more theatre
than you ever thought imaginable." For once the advertisements were right. There is a
doorway on 45th Street between
Broadway and Eighth Avenue.
an;:!. it leads. ~o, ~ far, far ~ better
place, , "
.' ,.
• , ' ..
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Marlowe on The Rocks
By Bill Dudley

\

The theatre has hit a new low.
A total farce called .• Marlowe"
stumbled into the Realto Theatre
last week and the end result
seems like a second-rate high
school production.
The story,-if you can call it
that-takes place in 1593, the
year of Queen Elizabeth's silver
jubilee. The character shown
here is but a cartoon of the
queen.
Actress
Margaret
Warncke serves the part with
acute blandness, and she sounds
like a cheap imitation of Katherine Hepburn from . 'The Lion In
Winter." Her opening line is
"It's not all fun and games being queen of England. "-that
pretty much sets the illiterate
tone for the rest of the evening.
Set' against a backdrop of trellises and columns which look
every bit like the cheap cardboard that they are, rather than
the marble they're supposed t.o
be; her majesty is paid a visit by
Arch b ishop Parker, w h o denounces Marlowe's latest play,
.. Doctor Faustus." They both
agree that Marlowe is dangerous
and that he must be put to trial.
As these lines arc said with
venom, it seems peculiar that
the two of them suddenly break
into a rousing number called
.. Rocking the Best:' Whether it
be an old fashioned tune or a
rock musical the music should
reflect the mood in the scene.
This fails to occur.
As if the whole production
weren't bad enough, in the next
scene we meet Lennie Del Luca

who is supposed to be playing
William Shakespeare, Actually
Del Luca does have a good singing voice, but his. acting still
needs some polish. He never
really puts his heart into it.
Perhaps he real izes how poor
the material is. Shakespeare's
current flame is Emilia Bessane
played with immense stupidity'
by Lisa Morde nte. Miss Mordente has become well known
for being Chita Rivera's daughter; too bad, talent isn't hereditary, Emilia, an acress, is tired
of being taken for a boy. (Remember, at the time, women
were not allowed to perform)she sings a ballad declaring her
need to be a real woman on
stage.- Forget about women,
I'll settle for anyone who can
act.
There is however, one high
point to the evening and that is
Patrick Jude, playing the title
role. Although he enters like a
swashbuckling cavalier-perhaps
someone who might be more at
home in ., the Pirates of Penzance"-Mr, Jude does a sufficient job as he dominates the
rest of the evening. He sings
better, jumps higher, and performs with more style than the
rest of his company. He is for
the most part. entertaining and
he tries to make the best of the
pitiful book,
The score is not much better.
With -the exception of one song
entitled "Emilia "-almost every
song sounds the same. They all
have the same style. The choreography,
for that matter,
seemed like the same few steps

repeated incessantly,
The rest of the show follows
suit. It has been decided that
Marlow needs to get ou t of the
country before he gets killed.
(He knows too many secrets
about the upper crust.) James
Shane. as Marlowe's long-time
friend who has now turned
against him is played unconvincingly. Mr. 'Shane seldom shows
emotion and speaks in the-same
monotone voice the whole evening, He is the perfect example of
the actor who has memorized
WHAT to say, but not HOW to
say it, However" since he was an
understudy for Robert Rosen
(who was either sick or smart
enough to run awayj-e-one cannot tell. what effect the right
actor might have had.
One thing that cannot be excused is the awkward unintelligent avant-garde ending. After
Marlowe is killed the final scene
takes place in front of mirrored
strips shooting out in all directions. Marlowe appears in a
silver jumpsuit, wi t h his arms
extended like a space-age Jesus.
The scene is just too far gone
and I hope it stays that way.
Let me correct something I've
said-I don't mean to imply that
avant-garde is bad; on the contrary it is usually very good, and
is needed to break ground for
new themes and techniques in
the theatre. However, just so
long as the audience is treated
with intelligence-not an overdose of late 1960s drug culture
Jargon.
As a final note" let me say that
in one way. this show is enjoy-

A Duet For Lovers
By Dawn Rodriguez
There's a n ew mu sical now
playing at Saint Peter's Church
on Lexington Avenue. "Double
F e a tur e ' w r i tten by Jeffrey
Moss. is a semi-comical look at
modern day relationships. The
cast includes two couples: one
married. the other living together. and their thoughts concerning their relationships. This
musical proceeds at a moderate
to quick pace, with the cast singing through various episodes / of
their lives. depicting the ups and
downs of their togetherness.
'"
This two-act play' contains
twelve well performed numbers
by Pamela Blair, Son Scardino,
Stephen Vinovich and Carole
Shellv (whom some of vou rnav
remember as the Ton\'-Award
winning actress from . 'Elephant
Man, ., not to mention that
amusing lady who played one of
the Pizcon sisters. Gwendolvn,
in the "Odd Couple" ser ies ) .
Two other members whom 1
haven "t mentioned are Michael
Kubala and Tina Paul. who provide the ominous back-drop
dancing. Watching them perform while the rest of the cast
sings their stories of woe is an
excellent method of getting the
audience into an old-fashioned
musical mood. The choreography
was directed by Adam Grammis
and direction by Sheldon Larry.
While this cute little musical
is a nice relaxing way to spend a
com!e of hours, it is far L .rn
Br;'2~lVay material. It Iac k s a
s{",u{1dp~~t., other than the initial

Above: One of Double Features "duets."

message of the trials and tribunes of married life. Nevertheless, ~'t whimsical humor combined
ith cheerful song and
danc routines 'make for some
very/ enjoyable theatre entertainment.
So, if you enjoy the musi~al
theatre and seek out new material that .is bright, literate, comic

and well-polished. I suggest you
go see "Double Fea.ture.·' Who
knows? It is one of those shows
where not only will you be entertained but you will walk away,
realizing that the theatre can be
an excellent vehicle for learning,
If not about yourself. then perhaps about life in general or
someone you love.
.

PatrIck Jude, as Marlowe, In one of the play's musical numbers.

able. One can roll on the floor in
hysterics, but not because the
lines in the show are that funny,
but only because the whole
damn company is so pitiful-it's
laughable, Writer
Rost and
composer Horowitz have com-

pletely missed the target in what
could have been an excellent
show. Unfortunately. it is the
likes of truly talented people like
Mr. Jude and members of the
audience who lose out,

"Particular
Friendships"
By Damien Begley
What happens when a woman
tells her homosexual friend she
loves him, and his reaction to it,
is the subject of a new play by
Bill Elverrnan. Particular Friendships.
The characters sound like
cliched New Yorkers. Avery
Graham works as a waiter but
designs shirt~, ~on the side.
Brooke Sil v e r is an unknown
actress who takes tupperware
containers to parties and fills
them with leftover food. Both ...
belong to the same block association bu t don't attend the
meetings.
The setting In th is twocharacter play is a night in
Avery's apartment. Small talk,
including the current standing
of their respective love lives.
takes place until it's time for
Brooke to leave, She leaves but
returns immediately to tell
Avery she doesn't want to be
alone. He agrees to let her stay
the night. In bed, Brooke talks
and talks until Avery jumps out
of bed and demands an explanation for her behayior. At this
point, Brooke informs Avery that
she may be in love with him.
What follows is the mandatory
structure of a two character play:
monolgues by both characters,

one after, the other, telling how
they got the way the are. The
monologues are touching, yet at
times. empty. They run too long
and don't reveal much about the
characters. Both Brooke and
Avery seem to be crying ou t for
an identity.
It' 5 not until later that we find
out both their lovers are more
imaginary than real. In the end,
each builds up the other's trust
and confidence. but it takes
Brooke and Avery until dawn to
accomplish it.

The acting is handl ed well by
Luke Reilly and Julie Kavner (in
her N.Y. stage debut). Ben
Schecter's set is economic as is
Craig Miller's lighting. Dennis
Rosa (who directed "Dracula" a
couple of seasons back) does an
excellent job of keeping the
characters and the pI ay moving
along. This is, by no means. a
poor play. The performances are
good and at times meaningful.
But this is also a work that could
have been substantially better,
We lea ve the theatre not only
with these two characters on our
minds, but of the pos s ibj l i ties
that playwright Bill Everyman,
alas, failed to grasp. Currently
playi ng at the As tor Place
Theatre.
~

The Black and Hispanic Student-Faculty Caucus announces its -first annual reception with the intention of
giving the students the opportunity to meet and discuss
issues, of concern' with faculty members and other students.
These activities will be held in the faculty lounge, locatedat 155 East 24th Street in Room 522, on October 29th from
12 p.m,·2 p.m. AU students are invited.'
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Monday, October 19, 1981

Tuesday, October 27, 1981

9:00 - 5:00 p.m,

Club Interviews
D.S.S.G. Finance Comm.

Rm.415
Student Center

12:30 - 1:30 p.m.

Comedy Hour
S.C~P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

Film: The Stuntman
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

5:30 p.m.

Rm.212
Student Center
.Oak Lounge
Student Center
Oak Lounge
Student Center
Oak Lounge
Student Center
Rm.302
Student Center
Oak Lounge
Student Center

Tuesday, October 20, 1981

11:30 - 12:30 p.m.

Guitar Workshop
S.C.P.B.

Rm.212
Student Center

12:30 - 1:30 p.m.

Graham Moses Band
S.C.P.B. Coffeehouse

Oak lounge
Student Center

Arnis Martial Arts
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

5:30 p.m,

12:00 - 2:00 p.m,

Wednesday, October 21, 1981

4:00 p.m,

Rm.302
Student Center

Meeting
S.C.P.B.

Thursday, October 22, 1981

11:30 p.m,

Rm.212
Student Center

Mens Paddleball
IntramuraIs

Gym
23rd St.

12:00 p.m.

Women's Paddleball
Intramurals

Gym
23rd St.

12:00 - 2:00 p.m,

Unity Party
Alliance for Social Justice

Oak Lounge

12: 15 p. m.

Open Meeting
Class Council 1985

Rm.1716
360 P.A.S.

5:30 p.m,

Film: Every W'hich Way But Oak LOunge
Loose S.C.P.B.
Student Center

Globus Lounge
360 P.A.S.

Speaker
Management Society

12:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Oak & Marble
Student Center

Halloween Party
D.S.S.G. Campus Affairs

Alley Lounge
Student Center

_2 yrs. Birthday Party
Dance Club

12:00 - 5:00 p.m,

Guitar Workshop
S.C.P.B.

12:00 p.m.

Rm.212
Student Center

5:30 p.m,

Oak Lounge
Student Center

FUm: "Scanners".

Now Baruch loves

Deli Sandwiches at Arbyts
14th St. Ie Irving Place
!3rd. St. & 7th Avenue

.

.

Friday, Oetober 23, 1981

. 1:00 & 3:00 p.m,

6:00 - 10:00 p.m.
6:00 - 10:00 p.m.

Film: "Every Which Way
Loose" S.C.P.B.
Openhouse
B.L.A.C.K.

Marble Lounge

Openhouse
'Reporter

Oak Lounge
Student Center

"W orId Series" on T.V.
Student Activities

8:30 p.m,

4 North
werd St.

Alley Lounge
Student Center

Monday, October 26, 1981

12:30 - 1:30 p.m,

Oak-Lounge
Student Center

5:30 p.m.
,'. __ --

~

_..

... _.. _.

Film: "Every Which Way
But Loose"- S,;C.P-.B; ..
_.. _.. ___

. -

_.

~

_. .

..

Oak Lounge
,Student Center

•

SUBMARINE!
FRENCH DIP!
HAM & CHEESE!

ROAST BEEF DELUXE!

II

I•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

Comedy Hour
S.C.P.B.

,

The SUb is one of
Arby's 4 new deli
specialties:

GOOD UNTI L 'SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1981

W!DArby's Famous
Roast Beef sandwich
when you buy any

•
•

Offer good at:
14th St. Be Irving Place
23rd St. & 7th Avenue

•
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FEATURES
By Bill Dudley
Steve Belin is a member of
the chorus in "42nd Street"the lavish David Merrick musical
now pl ay in g at the Majestic
Theatre. Although in this show.
he is primarily a dancer. he first
trained to be a dramatic actor.
and only studied dance to learn
movement for stage acting.
However, the dancing caught on
and when he realized the advantage of being able to dance.
he used it. When announcements went up for the new Merrick production, Belin claimed,
there was an Equity call and an
"open' "call . (This means for
those actors who are not yet part
of actors Equity.) .. Although.
there were 300 men." said
-Ste ve , "and out of tho~. 15
were chosen." Compared' to
some of his co-workers, Belin is '.
very .experienced. FOt. a few of
the 'dancers, who range in age
from 19 to 35. this is their first
show. Belin had worked before
in the National tours of "No,
No, Nanette" and" A Chorus
Line" (the latter. for two years).
In, 1978, he made his Broadway
debut in "Sarava." Last year,
he was hired fer 42nd Street.

tj

~:

"YOU JUST KEEP REMEMBERING
THAT IF YOU DON'T GIVE 100% OF
YOURSELF, YOU COULD GET FffiED."
According to Belin, The Company
rehearsed
for
six
weeks-"Tried out" in Washington, D. C. at the Kennedy
Center for another six weeks and
then came back to New York for
still two more. weeks . rehearsals before finally opening at the
Wifiter Garden theatre last Aug'ust 25th. About six months ago.
Merrick moved the show to the
Majestic-a much bigger theatre. One of the most unusual
things to happen at the show as
"the much publicized death of director Gower Champion on opening night. Belin remembers him
fondly _ .. He was a man so dedi-

cated to his work." he said.
..It's really a paradox. This show
saved him and killed him at the
same time. Prior to this show.
he was just taking it easy in California. and not really doing
much of anything. He seemed to
feel that his life was empty. He
wanted desperately to get back
to the New York stage. When
this production came through,
he flew back to New York but
unfortunately. it was just too
much for him."
The usual routine for Steven
every night is as follows: After
entering the 45th S tre et stage

door, he signs in. "This is a
must. ,. he stated, "we've got to
sign in before 7:-30 to alert the
understudies and swing dancers
whether they're going to go
()n." The next step is descending to a basement where a gigantic room has been sectioned
off to separate w ardrob e and
hairdressing
from
the
rooms. Here is where some of
tile dancers get warmed up. The
costumes are all lined up in
racks, there are table and chairs
all around. and anyone time as
many as 60 people could be runn ing around the limited floor
space. The dancers easily

slip-on
their
costumes
and go upstairs. During the
first act fresh costumes will be
put out on the racks. When the
dancers get back to the room for
intermission. their costumes will
be soaked with sweat and a
fresh change of clothes is
needed. During intermission.
they watch TV. celebrate birthdays. or freshen their. make-up
and hairstyles.
On this matinee, Merrick
wanted everybody out on stage
for a mandatory warm-up. This.
he feels. puts the dancers ill the
right energetic mood. "Of
course," said Belin. "I have
'low' nights. we all do. But you
just keep remembering that if
you don't give 1000/0' of yourself.
you could get fired."
At the end of the show, when
the audience so overwhelmingly
applauds the dancers, Belin
knows it has all been worth it. In
the past few years the Broadway
theatre has made a remarkable
recovery and is now big business; Belin tries to explain: "Its
an escape-they want entertainment so that for 2 Y2 hours, they
can forget all of the outside
world's activities. That's what
musical comedy theatre is all
about-escapism. "

TICKER GOES
TO THE
MOVIES•..
TWICEI
By Damian Begley
Abel Grance's 1927 masterpiece. Napoleon, was shown last
January in.a limited run at
Radio City Music Hall. Sellout
crowds at every performance
have forced additional -screenings for the middle two weekends in October,
<

This monumcn tal work (the
fi 1m runs over four hours) covers
most of Napoleon Bonaparte's
life. Included are: his days as a
pupil at military college; the
French Revolution, begun in
1789; the Siege of Toulon in
1793: Napoleon's first victory at
Brienne; promotion to Commander of the Artillery; and his
marriage to Josephine. The film
ends four hours later with
Napoleon marching in to Italy.
Much of the credit goes to
Abel Gance (he's 91 years old),
who wrote, directed, and edited
this epic. Carmine Ca p pol as
original score deserves mention.
One note: The final fifteen
minutes are shown in a Triptych,
that is. spread across three
screns.
Upon viewing the
film in this way, you will never
forget it. (Radio City Music Hall:
October 15-18 and 22-25)

* * •
Detective Danny Ciello: was
he a hero or a rat? Director
Sidney Lumet lets you decide in
Prince of the City, far and away

,I

the year's best movie. .. Special
Investigation" limit cops, because of their modus operen di,
are called ,. princes of the ci ty. ,.
Ciello is the head of his unit.
The SIU comes under investigation by the D.A. "s office. For
reasons that are purposely vague
(this giving the audience a
chance to think for themselves).
Ciello decides to tell what he ,
knows about corruption in exchange for leniency .. But. he
vows, "I will not give up my
partners. "
For the next few years he's
involved in dozens of wiretaps
while corning in contact with
numerous federal agents and
lawyers, all who take advantage
of him. His life is twisted so
drastically that he's despised by
people on both sides of the law;
abandons his partners: and
nearly incurs a nervous breakdown for his cooperation. In the
end. nobody's safe as Cie l lo
sadly turns on his partners because his spirit has been broken.
The final freeze frame shows
that for all his troubles, he is not
to be forgiven.
Lurnet has crafted a brilliant
film. Treat Williams gives a
compelling performance that will
stun you. Every other facet of
the film, from screenplay
(adopted from Rober Daley' s
best-selling book) to editing to
every bit of acting fits together
to form a seamless film. Don't
miss it.

I

"Blarney~Stones"Sta.ke"RedDevil.s"
.

.,

"

"Brew Crew"Bruises "UIltollcha.JJle~"
ByT. Schwarz
The 1981 Baruch Intramural
Basketball
season
started
October Ist when .the "Blarney
.Stones Yvrne t the "Red Devils"
for the first game. The match
ended _ in '\ 4S-30 win for
.• Blarney." the only team from
the 19S0 season.
The high
scorers for the "Blarney Stones"
were Allyson with 24 points and
Czochanekiw with nine. Traiking
and Fri os were the "Devil 's"
high scorers. giving the team
nine and ten points respectively.
The" Brew Crew" and. the
"U ntouehables" eompetl't'in
the season's second g'ile.
which started immediately ;tfter
the first. Team captain Miller
and Yarde each scored twelve
pomts to lead the "Brew Crew"
in a smashing victory over the
not so "Untouchables," The
final score: 67-20. Morales and
Dalessandro were the top

scorers for the losing team with
eight points each.
On October St h , the second
half. of the competition's first
round touk place with the
"Wrecking Crew" and "Caribe"
facing each other in the first
game of the day and "Pork
Fried'
Catfish"
a gainst
"Baruch" in the second.
The "Wrecking Crew" lived
up to their name- as they demolished
"Caribe"
79-22
Wilson and Jefferson were the
high scorers for the "Crew,"
with 25 and 24 points respectively. McGue threw in 17 points
for "Caribe"
In the second g arnc ... Pork
Fried Catfish" forfeited ('0
.. Baruch."
The Intramural Basketball
Tournament will continue for the
next two months during club
hours in the gymnasium. The
sixth floor gym will also be the
scene for the finals, being
played on December 10.

Fashion'

Progressive Prospeetives
Comi"u~ed

from page 5

to bitter disputes and fights
-:'{
among participants. There .15 still
that fceling of brotherhood alter
an event which. in some cases.
last long after; howeve;', how
'could a Black soccer player from
a Black n a tion pat his South
African rival on the back after a
scr irnma gc and say. "Good

dales of his .countrv? HO\\' could
he even play with him, when he

~

boones as he stood over his fallen Ioe. The case of the U. S. and
otnerThird World and BEtck
African countries boycotting the
Mosco 'SO 'Olympics in retaliation for the Soviet Union's illvasion of Afgha'nislan is an
example o! the second alternative.
Nowa da ys , t hcre exists a
world of professional sports and
intense rivalry that often leads

game. buddy!"

knows

thai

the

vc ry

wur d

"play" connotes gambolling and
lrollicking with friends?

Nut until that black player',
human rights arc acknowledged
should he. or anyone else pur·
porting to empathize with his
plight. even consider "playing
ball" with his South African
counterpart.

when .he knows

that he exudes hate for t h c
Black race by his willingne:';):
be subject to the political

11\:'-.

Continued from page 9

vide adequate ventilation o u tdoors and keep you from roasting indoors.
The care necessary fb m a intain a sheepskin coat is minimal.
Waterspots will dry up and disappear. and most serious stains
can be treated by a' cleaner;
hnwe ve r , don't expect to r u n
into any great' difficulty.
Sure lv no o n e can deny the
look and feel of a cuut that is

'1\i.f"...
truly as handsome. rugged and
traditional as the sheepskin. It
can be coordinated to enhance
cowboy boots, for that tough
western look; with jeans or wool
trousers one can switch from a
casual to a not-50-casual emphasis. It al,so makjes a good
blan ket if the need should arise.

A sheepskin coat is .a timeless
piece of clothing which gets
better with age. outliving its
original cost.

I

Jee.. Penney at Baruch
It's your turn now.

At J. C. Penney we welcome goal-oriented college graduates eager to
use their education to full advantage. If you're looking for a career with excellent growth
potential, you're looking in the right place. We are a large, diversified, and continually expanding retailer, with more than 1900 stores. Our key to success is giving you a position of important
responsibility as quickly as possible. Over the years, thousands of people like yourself have
proven the worth of our dynamic training program by succeeding in our challenging world of
retailing. Begin your exciting career in managerial or finance accounting. Sign up at your
placement office today.
Will Be Recruiting On Campus
Date:
Time:
Place:

.

October 27. 1981
9:0Q - 4;30
360 Park Avenue South
Room 1711

HOLIDAYS COMiNG....
NEED EXTRA' CASH?
Openings for:
SALESPERSONS. WRAPPERS
CASHIERS,' PACKERS
INVENTORY & STOCK
CLERKS
.

Part-time Days, Evenings
Weel,ends-Some Fulltime
(Attractive Discounts)

1..

. By Mike Angelo

-

~.

When, one thinks of the handicapped, one seldom considers
the strong and the agile. However, when-one considers the inequities Baruch's soccer team
puts up with, one can see how
the word," Handicapped" ,applies: In almost every road game
the Statesmenplay, they have to
battle- more than just their opponents. To their credit, they have
won two. lost one, and tied one.
This record just as easily read
four wins and no losses, if they
weren't the victims, of poor
facilities and some discrirnination,
After winning their home
opener against Purchas§' ..5-0,
, ~he Baruch team traveledlthe
far end of Long Island to'fjjlay
Stonybrook, which is not unlike
travelling to outer Mongolia.
There, they suffered their first
defeat of the season, 2-1, in over
time. Baruch played hard and
fast for 90 minutes. with John
Paul Vittorini knocking in the
team's only goal.
In the end, the Stonybrook
team outlasted a fatigued
Baruch' soccer team, who suffered innumerable cramps. This
early in the- season the time has
no~ had as much playing time as

C6ac'h Toby. Hi:mry tipset iver trtmtment'.onroad'·games.

a- team like Stonybrook, which
has a number of "playing fields
for practice and play. The Stony-brook coach cven ,admitted that
Baruch has the better team, and
that he was fortunate to play
Baruch so early in the season
and before th'lry were in better
shape. In a game where Baruch
controlled the soccer ball for the
majority of-the game, they could
not control the score.
Dorpin ica n was -th e next up,·,
state rival the Statesmen played.
and once again victory was' obstructed. The result was a }-3 tie

with a much weaker team. The
Statesmen could not totally
blame tllemselves for the deadlock. After trailing 2-0, the boys
pulled their act together, and
scored three unanswered goalstwo from Steve Pantin and one
from Mark Younker (who led the
team in scoring last year); then,
however, Baruch not only surrendered the tyinggual , but also
s uffe re d from some very bad
call~-lly the referees. One call
was so bad that Coach Tony
Henry is sure the Stonybrookpaid referee was doing his un-

professional best to discriminate.
'~When you're playing Oil the
other guy's field, there is one
more pressure on-you, especially
upstate, where they give the
City Colleges a hard time," said
Coach Henry.
It was with much relief that
the team returned to the city to
play Medaar Evers. Eve,; though
it was still a road game, it was
better t h a n playing ill hostile
territory. They happily won, 2-1
over their most difficult opponentto date.
"1 knew ..it would be a tough

match, but I expected us to
win." said a confident Coach
Henry. "In fact, 1 was even
hoping for wider margin of
victory. "
Once again, quick moving
Steve Pantin scored two goals
with J. P. Vittorini getting the
other. In this game, as well as
all previous games, goaltender
George Vakkou patrolled the
goal line a~d performed as
. expected, according to hIS coach.
The soccer team's 2-1-1 record
is.
therefore,
deceiving.
Baruch's style of ball control call
win them many more games
under the right circumstances.
While other teams play open
and use long passes. 'Baruch
continues to usc the short and
long cornbination ipusses to lue
teams close and then blow by
them. New~omers like Be rryl'
Andrews, Jose Ccrna das , and
Fabio Dehakiz have been excuting these kinds of manuevers
well, with a' co n s is t e ncy not
associated with learning freshmen.

Baruchs next home games
arc on October 14 against York;
October 17, against Hunter; and
October 21, against CCNY.
These three CUNY teams are all
in .Barucb 's Metropolitan Conference. Barring a't;f>::unforseen
happenings, they ~hould add
three more vict or ie s to the.
Sratcsmcns unlucky record.

women's Volleyball Off to Slow Start
By Kerine Chan,=g~

_

The Baruch womens volleyball team will begin their fourthweek of rhe scnscm with a record
of one win and four losses. To
date. the season has not been
very bright. however, Coach
Debbie Ferretti expects the team
to improve as it gains experience.
The season began on a downward note when Baruch lost to
Marist, three matches to one, on
September 25th.
The team's lone win of the
season came on October 1 st
when they defea ted Medgar
Evers, 3-1, in their second game
of the season. Baruch had not
trouble defeating Medgar Evers'
team, which had' difficulty serving and controlling the ball.

The States women were then
shutout in their ,next two contests. First, by Mt. St. Vincent
and then. by Nyack. The 3-0
score against Mt. St. Vincent is
deceiving since the game itself
was tough and exciting. Baruch
played well, but still lost by
scores of 15-13, 15-5 and 15-9;
however, these scores do not
reflect the type of play and effort displayed by the States'women. '

Baruch wa s , however. far
from triumphant against' Nyack.
They 'played considerably below
their potential. It was, to say the
least, the worst galllc the team

By JoJ,; Seerri

"

1. Who is the tallest man in the
man in the National Basketball Association?
a. Kareern Abdul .Iabar
b. Tom Burleson
e. Artts Gilmore
2. When were baseball cards
first issued?
a. 1884
b. 1912
c. 1936
3. Who did Muhammad Ali
box in the' 'Thrilla in
Manilla?"
a. Joe Frazier
b. George Foreman
e. Ken Norton
4. Where did Gerald Ford play

footb~1l?
a. University of Michigan
b. University of Wisconsin
c. University of Minnesota
5. Who was the head football
coach of Green Bay before
Lombardi?
a. Ray "Scooter" McClain
. b. Don Hudson

has played' all season. The margins of defeat were: 15- U, IS-5
. and 15-b. These scores sum up
- l1)e shoddy play produced by the
Siatcswomcn.

Coach Ferretti, fecls that her
-{.,Cam is very strong. and says
"although seven of the players
arc frc s h mc.n , the outlook appears to be rewarding. ,.

"Wc're trying very hard to
come together' as one this season," Coach Ferretti· stated.
"We hope to win most of the 22
games which wc'Il play."

cerri's tumpers"
e. Phil Be~s.~
6. In which yea?),J.id cycling become a part of the Olympicsc
·a. 189b
J
b. 1946
e. 1966
7. Where is the U.S. Grand
Prix held?
a. Long Beach
b. Daytona
e. Watkins Glen

8. According to Abbott & Constello, who played thri base?
a. What
b. I dunno
e. Who cares!
9. Where did .Iohn Wooden
play college ball'!'
a. Purdue
b. Miami (Ohio)
c. Whittier
,10. Where is the English Derby
...
held'!
a. Epsom Downs
b. sr, Leger
e. Ascot
11': Who was the youngest per-

son to win the
Decathlon?
a. Bob Mathias
b. C.K. Yang
e. Bruce Jenner

Olympic

12. Who served up
Hank
Aaron's record breaking715th
home run?
a. Jim Kaat
b. AI Downing
e. Pat Mcl.ean
13. Who is "Charlie Hustle?"
a. Pete Rose
b. Charles Grimm
c. Charles Brown
14. Who started the Harlem
Globetrotters?
a. Meadowlark Lemon
b. Goose Tamte
e. Abe Saperstein
IS. Who·s. known as the "Galloping Ghost?"
a. George Gipp
b Harold "Reed" Grange
c. Kyle Rote
16. Who held the heavyweight
title longer than' anyone
else?

a. Rocky Marciano
"b. Joe Louis
e. Muhammad Ali
17.)YJ.J,ich horse was the first to
win $1,000.000 in prize
money'!
a. Citation
b. Seabiscuit
c. Man O'War
18. Who was the heaviest fighter
to hold the heavyweight
boxing championship?
a. John Rankin
a. John Rankin
b. Jack Johnson
c. Prima Camera
19.· Where is the Gator Bow
played?
'·a. Orlando
b. Miami
Jacksonville
20. Which pro team fumbled the
, most in one season?
a, Fly Walendas
b. New Orleans Saints
e. Chicago Bears

c.

(ANSWERS WILL APPEAR IN
'NEXT ISSUE)

